
1.   Review of required prerequisites* 

a.   Discuss hazard mitigation 
b.   Discuss first aid for climbing
c.   Discuss the importance of Leave No Trace practices
d.   Discuss clothing and gear choices for climbing and rappelling

a.   Weather
b.   Visibility

c.   Demonstrate proper climbing techniques

2.   Discussion of Climbing classifications and difficulty ratings

4.   Discussion of Climbing risk management

7.   Demonstrate a proper belay method

*All troops booking the Climbing merit badge will be expected to review the merit badge book 
prior to arrival and familiarize themselves with the required pre-requisites. This ensures that the 
remainder of the curriculum is obtainable in a single day

8.   Scouts will prepare to embark on a 2 mile ride by preparing
a.   Water and snacks. Maps. Tools. First Aid Kit and a method of communication
b.   Discuss rules of trail riding including when a trail is unsuitable for riding

9.   Climbing*
a.   Demonstrate how to properly tie into a climbing harness using a figure eight follow through
b.   Climb three routes

10.   Rappelling*

11.   Belaying*

e.   Demonstrate verbal signals for climbers and rappellers
f.   Demonstrate Knots:  figure eight on a bight, figure eight follow thru
g.   Demonstrate how to tie a Swiss seat or “tied” harness

3.   Discussion of types of climbing including top-roping, lead climbing and bouldering

a.   Rope care
b.   Review the most effective coiling methods and techniques

5.   Review different rope used for climbing and rappelling

c.   Emergency evacuation plan

a.   Harnesses
b.   Helmets

6.   Intro to Personal safety equipment

c.   Discuss how to properly store all climbing gear

a.   ACE Climbing Staff will demonstrate and teach the most effective and up to date
      method of belaying

a.   Mount, pedal and brake

*ACE staff will always be on site to assist climbers and belayers

a.   Make three rappels using a belay and a rappelling device
 *ACE staff will always be on site to assist rappellers and belayers

a.   Perform a proper belay technique while belaying a climber three times
b.   Perform a proper belay while belaying a rappeller from the top of the rappel
*All Scouts practicing any required belay will also have a safety belay performed by a qualified
 ACE climbing guide.
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